Torch Report: Rock pools

Name: Charlie Walker

Year Level: 4

Test: Rock pools

TORCH Scale Score: 46

Percentile: 79

Stand: 7

Analysis of Reader Behaviour

Interpret, Infer and Use

Directly stated:
- verbatim
- rephrased, reworded

Directly stated:
- across text
- embedded

Inference:
- simple, explicit references
- complex, multiple references, cultural values, writer's intention

Answer Key

Not attempted

Correct Answer

Incorrect Answer
Torch Report: Rock pools

Name: Chloe White

Year Level: 4

Test: Rock pools

Torch scale score: 48

Percentile: 48

Analysis of Reader Behaviour

Locate, Interpret and Infer

Locate:

Interpret, Infer and Use

Directly stated:
- verbatim
- rephrased, reworded
- across text
- embedded

Inference:
- simple, explicit references
- complex, multiple references, cultural values, writer's intention

Correct Answer

Not attempted

Incorrect Answer
Torch Tests of Reading Comprehension

Name: Connie Ryan

Torch Scale Score: 48
Percentile: 4
Year Level: 4
Test: Rock Pools

Torch Report: Rock Pools

Analysis of Reader Behaviour

Correct Answer

1 Incorrect Answer

Stanine: 7

Not attempted

Answer Key

Locate, Interpret and Infer

Directly stated: verbatim

Directly stated: rephrased, reworded

Directly stated: across text

Directly stated: embedded

Inference: simple, explicit

Inference: complex, multiple references, cultural values, writer's intention

TORCH Scale Score: 48

Locate

Locate, Interpret and Infer

Interpret, Infer and Use

Note: Not scored, skipped, correct answer, incorrect answer, not attempted
Torch Report: Rock pools

Year Level: 4

Test: Rock pools

Name: Dominic Thompson

Torch Scale Score: 30

Percentile: 19

Scored Answer

Correct Answer

Incorrect Answer

Not attempted

Locate, INTERPRET and Infer

Inference: simple, explicit

Inference: complex, multiple references, cultural values, writer's intention

Locate

Directly stated: verbatim

Directly stated: rephrased, reworded

Directly stated: across text

Directly stated: embedded

Analysis of Reader Behaviour

Torch Tests of Reading Comprehension

Answer Key
Rock pools

Locate, Interpret and Infer

Interpret, Infer and USE

Directly stated: verbatim
Directly stated: rephrased, reworded
Directly stated: across text
Directly stated: embedded

Inference: simple, explicit
Inference: complex, multiple references, cultural values, writer's intention

Torch Scale Score: 43
Percentile: 70
Year Level: 4
Test: Rock pools
Name: Felicity Robinson
Torch Tests of Reading Comprehension

Torch Report: Rock pools

Name: Jack Smith

Year Level: 4

TOUCH Scale Score: 64

Percentile: 99

Analysing Reader Behaviour

Directly Stated: verbatim
Directly Stated: rephrased, reworded
Directly Stated: across text
Directly Stated: embedded

Inference:
Simple, explicit references
Complex, multiple references, cultural values, writer's intention

Correct Answer
Incorrect Answer
Not attempted

Analysis of Reader Behaviour

Torch Report: Rock pools
Torch Report: Rock pools

Answer Key

Locate: 6
Interpret and infer:

Stand: 6
Percentile: 74
TORCH Scale Score: 44
Year Level: 4
Test: Rock pools
Name: Kathy Lee

Analyses of Reader's Behaviour

TORCH TESTS OF READING COMPREHENSION

Name: Kathy Lee
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Torch Test of Reading Comprehension

Torches Report: Rock Pools

- Year Level: 4
- Test: Rock Pools
- Name: Mia Martin

Locate, Interpret and Infer

Analysis of Reader Behaviour

Torch Scale Score and Error Range

Correct Answer

Incorrect Answer

Answer Key

© ACER 2013
Torch Test of Reading Comprehension

Rock Pools

Name: Oliver Williams

Year Level: 4

TORCH Scale Score: 47

Percentile: 83

Analysis of Reader Behaviour

Locate, Interpret and Infer

Directly Stated:
- Verbatim
- Rephrased, reworded
- Across text
- Embedded

Inference:
- Simple, explicit references
- Complex, multiple references, cultural values, writer's intention

Answer Key

1. Correct Answer
2. Incorrect Answer
3. Not attempted
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Name: Ruby Johnson

Year Level: 4

Test: Rock pools

Torch Scale Score: 44

Percentile: 74

Directly stated: verbatim

Directly stated: rephrased, reworded

Directly stated: across text

Directly stated: embedded

Inference: simple, explicit references

Inference: complex, multiple references, cultural values, writer's intention

Locate, Interpret and Infer

Analysis of Reader Behaviour

© ACER 2013

Locate, INTERPRET and Infer

Interpret, Infer and USE

Analysis of Reader Behaviour

Locate, INTERPRET and Infer

Interpret, Infer and USE

Answer Key

Correct Answer

Incorrect Answer

Not attempted

TORCH Scale Score

Torch Tests of Reading Comprehension
Torch Report: Rock pools

Locate, INTERPRET and Infer

Analysis of Reader Behaviour

TORCH Scale Score: 27

Correct Answer

Not attempted

Incorrect Answer

Torch Scale Score

Correct Answer

Not attempted

Incorrect Answer
**Answer Key**

**Torch Report: Rock pools**

- **Year Level:** 4
- **Test:** Rock pools
- **Name:** Thomas Wilson

**Analyses of Reader Behaviour**

**Torch Tests of Reading Comprehension**

- **Torch Scale Score:** 50
- **Percentile:** 90
- **Stanine:** 8

**Correct Answer**

- **Not attempted:** 1
- **Incorrect Answer:** 1